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Generalizes the secretary problem:
•  Elements with values v1, …, vn arrive 

in random order

•  n positions 1, 2, 3, …, n

•  Upon arrival of an element a:
1.   Observe its value v 
2.   Irrevocably place a in a 

position p not yet occupied
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The Secretary Ranking Problem 

Main Result 

Scenarios with irrevocable online 
ranking decisions 

Tight upper and lower bounds for the secretary ranking 
problem. 

Theorem: 
•  There is an algorithm which obtains, w.h.p., O(n3/2) inversions. 
•  Any algorithm obtains, w.h.p., !(n3/2) inversions.

Main challenges
•  Algorithm:

•  In earlier time steps, not much information
•  In later time steps, many positions are not available

•  Hardness:
•  Requires anti-concentration inequality for correlated 

random variables

Extensions 

Trivial Bounds 

Upper bound: place each element in a random available 
position, O(n2) inversions.

Lower bound: no information available when first element 
arrives, !(n) inversions.

The Algorithm 

Upon arrival of element at at time step t :

•  Estimate the true rank of at by rescaling its rank with 
respect to previous t - 1 elements and by adding some 
random perturbation:

•  Define rt = |{at’ | at’ < at and t’ < t}|
•  Estimated rank rk(at) is chosen uniformly at random 

in [rt (n/t), (rt + 1) (n/t)]

•  Assign at to the position that is the nearest unassigned 
position to estimated rank rk(at):

•  Learned rank is π(at) = argmini ∈ R |i – rk(at)|    
where R is the set of available positions

Connection to linear probing in hashing:

•  Linear probing is used to resolve collisions in hashing:
•  When a key is hashed to a non-empty cell, visit 

neighboring cells until empty location is found. 

•  Analysis of the assignment step follows similar ideas as the 
analysis for the linear probing hashing scheme.

Hardness 

Let m be the number of positions and n the number of 
elements, we consider m ≥ n (instead of m = n). 

Sparse secretary problem:
•  How large does m need to be to achieve 0 inversions?

Connection to random binary trees.

General secretary problem: 
•  How many inversions when m ≥ n?

v1 …v2 v3 vn

v

Main Question 

What guarantees are achievable in online settings for ranking 
elements from pairwise comparisons?

•  Task assignment, e.g., a consulting firm with teams of 
different skill levels and projects of different difficulty that 
arrive in an online fashion.

•  Reward allocation, e.g., a university department wants to 
reward the best students with the best scholarships.    

Main ingredient: new anti-concentration inequality for a 
generic balls in bins problem with correlated sampling.

Congested ranking: two elements can be assigned the same 
position.

Overview of analysis:
1.   Congested ranking is easier than ranking
2.   The algorithm that assigns each element to its estimated 

rank is the optimal algorithm
3.   Using anti-concentration bounds, this algorithm incurs 
!(n3/2) inversaions 

Lemma (anti-concentration bound): Assume there are n balls 
in a bin, r red and n - r blue. If t balls are drawn uniformly at 
random without replacement, for any k, the probability that k 
out of these t balls are red is O(1/√n).

A Useful Concentration of Measure Inequalities493

We use the following two standard versions of Chernoff bound (see, e.g., [DP09]) throughout.494

Proposition A.1 (Multiplicative Chernoff bound). Let X1, . . . , Xn be n independent random vari-495

ables taking values in [0, 1] and let X :=
P

n

i=1 Xi. Then, for any " 2 (0, 1],496

Pr (X � (1 + ") · E [X])  exp
�
�2"2 · E [X]

�
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Proposition A.2 (Additive Chernoff bound). Let X1, . . . , Xn be n independent random variables497

taking values in [0, 1] and let X :=
P

n

i=1 Xi. Then,498

Pr (|X � E [X]| > t)  2 · exp
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Moreover, if X1, . . . , Xn are negatively correlated (i.e. Pr[Xi = 1, 8i 2 S] 
Q

i2S
Pr[Xi = 1] for499

all S ✓ [n]), then the upper tail holds: Pr (X � E [X] > t)  exp
⇣
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Moreover, in the above setting, if X comes from a sampling with replacement process, then the501

inequality holds for both upper and lower tails. For sampling without replacement, we refer to502

Serfling [Ser74] for a complete discussion and for Chernoff bounds for negatively correlated random503

variables see [PS97].504

Proposition A.3 (Chernoff bound for sampling without replacement). Consider an urn with a � b505

red and blue balls. Draw b balls uniformly from the urn without replacement and let X be the number506

of red balls drawn, then the two sided bound holds: Pr (|X � E [X]| > t)  2 · exp
⇣
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2t2
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Proof. If Xi is the event that the i-th ball is red, then since Xi are negatively correlated, the upper508

tail Chernoff bound of X =
P

i
Xi holds. Now, let Yi = 1 � Xi be the probability that the the509

i-th ball is blue and Y =
P

i
Yi. The upper tail for Y correspond to the lower tail for X , i.e.:510

Pr (X � E [X] < t) = Pr (Y � E [Y ] > t)  exp
⇣
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2t2
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B Sparse Secretary Ranking512

In this section, we consider the special case where the number of positions is very large, which we513

call sparse secretary ranking. In the extreme when m � 2n+1
� 1 it is possible to assign a position to514

each secretary without ever incurring a mistake. To do that, build a complete binary tree of height n515

and associate each position in [m] with a node (both internal and leaf) of the binary tree such that516

the order of the positions corresponds to the pre-order induced by the binary tree (see figure B).517

Once the elements arrive in an online fashion, insert them in the binary tree and allocate them in the518

corresponding position.519
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Figure 1: Illustration of the binary tree algorithm for m = 7 and order a2 < a3 < a1.

We note that the above algorithm works for any order of arrival. If the elements arrive in random520

order, it is possible to obtain zero inversions with high probability for an exponentially smaller value521

of m. The idea is very similar to the one outlined above. Let Hn be a random variable corresponding522

to the height of a binary tree built from n elements in random order. Reed [Ree03] shows that523
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E[Hn] = ↵ ln(n), Var[Hn] = O(1) where ↵ is the solution of the equation ↵ ln(2e/↵) = 1 which is524

↵ ⇡ 4.31107.525

Since the arrival order of secretaries is uniformly random, the binary tree algorithm won’t touch any526

node with height more than h̄ = d(↵ + O(✏)) ln(n)e with probability 1 � o(1). This observation527

allows us to define an algorithm that obtains zero inversions with probability 1 � o(1). If m �528

2h̄+1
� 1 = ⌦(n2.998+✏), we can build a binary tree with height h̄ and associate each node of the529

tree to a position. Once the elements arrive, allocate the item in the corresponding position. If an530

item is added to the tree with height larger than h̄, start allocating the items arbitrarily.531

Theorem 3. If m � n2.988+✏
then the algorithm that allocates according to a binary tree incurs zero532

inversions with probability 1� o(1).533

Devroye [Dev86] bounds the tail of the distribution of Hn as follows:

Pr[Hn � k · lnn] 
1

n
·
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for k > 2. In particular: Pr[Hn � 6.3619 · lnn]  1/n2. Adapting the analysis above, we can show534

that for m � 4.41 (where 4.41 = 6.3619 · ln(2)) the algorithm incurs less than one inversion in535

expectation.536

Corollary 4. If m � ⌦(n4.41) then the algorithm that allocates according to a binary tree incurs537

O(1) inversion in expectation.538

C General Secretary Ranking539

In the general case, we combine the ideas for the sparse and dense case to obtain an algorithm540

interpolating both cases. As described in Algorithm 2, we construct a complete binary search tree of541

height h and associating one position for each internal node, but for the leaves we associate a block542

of w = m/2h � 1 positions (see Figure 2). If we insert an element in a leaf, we allocate according543

to an instance of the dense ranking algorithm. By that we mean that the algorithm pretends that544

the elements allocated to that leaf are an isolated instance of dense ranking with w elements and545

w positions. We will set h such that in expectation there only w elements in each leaf with high546

probability. If at some point more than w elements are placed in any given leaf, the algorithm starts547

allocating arbitrarily.548
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Figure 2: Illustration of the general algorithm (Algorithm 2) for order a2 < a3 < a4 < a1. The
leaves are associated with blocks of w consecutive positions and internal nodes are associated with a
single position. Elements a3 and a4 are associated with the same leaf and therefore we place them in
a block of w positions as we would in a dense ranking problem with w arrivals and w positions.
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Objective: minimize number of inversions, i.e., pairs (ai,  aj)  of 
elements in positions s.t. pi < pj and vi > vj.
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